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The \Vide Field Infrared Survey Explorer (\VISE) has just completed a sensitive all-sky survey in photoIlletric Lands 
at ~{.4, 4.6, and 22 micronR. \Ve report OIl a Rtudy of main sequence Hipparcos and Tycho catalog stars within 120 
pc with \VISE 22 micron emission in excess of photospheric levels. This warm excess emission traces material in the 
cirCulllstellar region likely to host terrestrial planets and is preferentially found in young systems with ages < 1 Gyr. 
Nearly a hundred of the \VISE Hew warm debris disk candidates detected among FGK stars are observed by 
Herschel/PACS to characterize circumstellar dust. Preliminary results indicat<· 70 micron detection rates in excess of 
80% for these targets, that most of these systems have both warm and cool dust in to om asteroid 
and Kuiper belts. In this contribution, we will discuss the \VISE debris disk survey and latcHt results froIll Herschel 
observations of these sources. 
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